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In an earlier paper (Translation-invariant linear forms and a formula for the 
Dirac measure, J. Functional Analysis 8 (1971), 173-188) the author proved that 
the ratio e/p of two real numbers is a non-Liouville number if and only if there 
exist two Schwartz distributions A and I3 with compact supports on the real 
line such that S’ = A - T=A + R - TUB. The present paper presents (in 
Section 3) a completely new and more elementary proof of this result (stated 
fully as Theorems 1 and 2 at the end of Section 1) based on some fundamental 
properties of the mapping 4(x) I-+ Zk 4(x - ku) which are established in 
Section 2. Further connections with Diophantine approximation (badly ap- 
proximable numbers and Roth’s Theorem) are presented in Section 4 where it is 
proved that the orders of the distributions A and B are always >2 (Theorem 3) 
and almost always =3 (Theorem 4). Section 5 contains some partial results 
(Theorem 5 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 6) on the analogous question (as yet 
unsettled) for the Banach space C(T) of all continuous functions on the circle 
group T, and connects this problem with Sidon sets of integers. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to present a new proof of the result con- 
necting distributions with non-Liouville numbers which was announced in [4] 
and proved in [5], namely, Theorem 1 stated below. This new proof is simpler 
and more elementary than that originally given in [5]. For example, the Paley- 
Wiener-Schwartz theorem and the construction of analytic functions by inter- 
polation, both used in [5], are not needed here. Accordingly, the Fourier 
transform plays a smaller role than before, while Fourier series play a larger 
role. It is hoped that this will help to produce a clearer understanding of the 
phenomena discussed in [4, 5, 61 and will lead to the resolution of analogous 
questions for other function spaces such as the Banach space C(T) of all con- 
tinuous functions on the circle group T. 
Functions fc on T can be identified with periodic functions f  (of period a) 
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on the real line R by the formulaf,(exp(2tix/a)) =f(~), and the space +?# of 
all such functions f will be used in the first part of this paper instead of the 
space C(T) because it will be more convenient to regard all test functions and 
distributions (periodic or not) as defined on R. 
If 4 is a function defined on R, then its translate ~~4 by the real number 01 is 
defined by the formula (T&)(X) =$(x - a) for all x in R. Let 9, d, and gN 
denote the translation-invariant complex vector spaces of all complex-valued 
infinitely differentiable functions on R of compact support, of arbitrary support 
and of (positive) period 01, respectively. Each of these spaces is equipped with 
a locally convex topological vector space structure (as described in Schwartz [8] 
and elsewhere) and their topological duals Y, &‘, and (Yy)’ are the spaces of 
Schwartz distributions of arbitrary support, of compact support, and of period a, 
respectively. The action of an element @ of the algebraic dual .6W r) 9 on a 
test function + in 9 will be denoted (ds, 4). Similarly if @ E d# 1 b’ and + E &. 
But it will be helpful to use a different notation, say [O, f], for the action of 
an element @ of the algebraic dual (YJ+ 3 (gU)’ on a periodic test function f 
in gU . The reason for this is that a periodic linear functional can act on both 
gW and 9, but with different results. (There is no contradiction in this since 
Ya n 9 = (01.) F or example, if P denotes the periodic Dirac delta of period 01 
(used in Sections 2 and 3), given by the formula 
P = [x/a.] = c 8(x - ka) = C e2nfkzla 
(where S(X - Kol) denotes the Dirac measure 6 translated by Ka, C sums over 
all integers Iz, [.I denotes the greatest integer function and ’ denotes distribu- 
tional derivative), then for all 4 in 9 we obtain 
This is a version of the classical Poisson Summation Formula where 4 denotes 
the classical Fourier transform of 4 given by 
6(z) = I-‘,” C(s) e--lniss ds, .Z = x + iy E c. 
But, at the same time, for all f in 9, we obtain [P, f ]  = Cf^(lz) = f  (0), where 
4 denotes the Fourier transform of the periodic function f  given by 
f(k) = k La f  (s) e-2niks/a ds, k E 2. 
Thus [P, f ]  = (S, f) for all f  in pa, but P # 6. 
It is well known (see Schwartz [8] or Zemanian [9]) that the elements of 
(g,J’ can be identified with the elements of (9). , the space of all distributions Y 
on R which are equal to their translate r,Y, defined by (r,Y, $) = (Y, ~~~4). 
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However, what is evidently less well known is that it is possible to extend the 
isomorphism (YJ’ z (W)@ to an isomorphism of (PE)s onto (JP)~ , where 
(LB#)a = {YE LB+: Y = T,Yy>. 
The proof as usually given (e.g. in [9] on page 317) that (P’,)’ and (S)a are 
isomorphic depends on the fact that the elements of (2Q are continuous linear 
functionals on 9. But it is possible to circumvent this use of continuity by 
taking advantage of the algebraic characterization (given in Lemma 1) of the 
null space of the linear mapping u,: 9 - PU , defined by the formula 
bcd>(4 = c 4(x - w, XER, kEZ. 
Lemma 1 was already stated and used in [5], but is used here in a different 
(more systematic) way to yield a new proof of Theorem 1 as well as the isomor- 
phism (gJ# g (@Q . 
In order to state and prove Theorem 1 we will need certain facts concerning 
Diophantine Approximation. These will be stated now. Their verification can 
be found in Refs. [l], [2], or [7]. A real number 0 is called a Liouville number 
if it can be rapidly approximated by rationals in the sense that for every positive 
integer m there exist integers p and 4 with q > 1 such that 1 0 - (p/q)/ < q-“. 
These numbers 0 include all rationals and infinitely many (actually c) tran- 
scendentals, but no algebraic irrationals (Liouville’s theorem [1, p. l]), and 
they are known to form a set L of Lebesgue measure zero. But it is the comple- 
ment of this set that is of interest here. It is easily shown, by use of the elementary 
inequalities 
(where /j 0 I] denotes the distance from 0 to the nearest integer), that an irrational 
number tl is not a Liouville number if and only if there exist positive constants C 
and d 3 2 such that the inequality 
j  1 _ e--2ni7:6’ I-1 < C ] k Id-1 
holds for all nonzero integers k. In particular, 0 satisfies such an inequality if 
it is algebraic of degree d > 2 (again, Liouville’s theorem). In addition, most 
(but not all) transcendentals f3 must satisfy such an inequality (for some choice 
of C and d depending on 0) because almost all real numbers (in the sense of 
Lebesgue measure) fail to be Liouville numbers and there are only a denumerable 
number of algebraic numbers. 
The result of [5] for which a new proof is given in this paper (in Section 3) 
may now be precisely stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. If  01 and /3 are nonzero real numbers such that /~/LX is not a 
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Liouville number, then there exist two (necessarily distinct) distributions A and B, 
both with compact supports, such that 
6 =A*(Y-T~Y)+B*(Y-7,Y) (14 
OY equivalently, 
6’ = A - rEA + B - reB. (lb) 
Conversely, ;f the formula (la) or (lb) holds for some distributions A and B in b’, 
then p/a is not a Liouville number. 
Here as usual Y denotes the Heaviside function (Y(X) = 1 for x > 0 and 
Y(x) = 0 for x < 0) and Y’ = 6, the Dirac measure. Formula (lb) follows 
from (la) by differentiation (or convolution with S’) and formula (la) follows 
from (lb) by convolution with Y. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem I is the following characterization 
of integration on 9. (See [4, 51.) 
THEOREM 2. If @ is a linear functional on d(R) with two periods 01 and j3 
whose ratio ~/LX is not a Liouville number, then there exists a complex constant c 
such that for every 4 in 9(R), 
(@, cj) = c - /+m$(s) ds. 
-co 
(It is implicit in [5; Theorem 3(vii), pp. 183-1851 that there do exist certain 
irrational, necessarily Liouville transcendental, values of /3/a and corresponding 
Sp in GP with periods 01 and /I such that @ is not a constant multiple of integration. 
Such @ are of course very discontinuous.) 
Note that it is not assumed in Theorem 2 that @ is continuous or positive, 
nor indeed satisfies any kind of convergence property. It is only assumed that 
@E 9, the algebraic dual of 9, and that @ is invariant under at least two 
translations whose ratio cannot be too rapidly approximated by rationals. 
If the map (T, is applied to (1 b), we immediately obtain the formula 
P’ = s - 7$3 (2) 
where P is the periodic Dirac delta of period ~1: and where S = u,B E (~3’)~ z 
(go)‘. It then follows from (2), in the same way that Theorem 2 follows from 
Theorem 1, that every linear functional @ on Pa which is invariant under 
translation by fl (with /3/a non-Liouville) is a constant multiple of integration: 
i.e., for some appropriate constant c 
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for all f  in 9, . In this paper the process is reversed. That is, formula (2) is 
established first and then formula (1 b) is deduced from it. This is the subject of 
Section 3. But first we must discuss the isomorphism (.YJ’ g (zY)~ and establish 
some important properties of the mapping 0,: %’ - Y0 . 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE MAP u, AND ITS TRANSPOSES #ua AND %a 
For each positive real number 01 let A,$ = 4 - T,+ and d,(g) = {A,$: 4 E 91. 
Consider the linear maps of 9 into d defined as 
(3) 
Let @a = (4 E 9: a,$ = I>. Members of 4PU are called “a-unitary” functions 
and examples are given in [9, p. 3151. 
LEMMA 1. The range of u,: 9 ---f & is the space .YU of Cm functions of period 01 
and the null space of u,: 9 ---f 8 is the space A,(9). 
Proof. Each u~# clearly belongs to .Pa , while if f E P’, and u E %!a , then 
%(U .f) =f (4) 
so that u,‘maps 5@ onto Pp, . Next it is obvious that for every 4 in 3, 
4~~4) = 4. (5) 
That is, given 4 in 9, x = u,++ is a Cm solution of the difference equation 
c$ = x - ,rax := AEx. 
Furthermore, if supp 4 C [a, b], then 
supp a,+$ C [a, + a), 
SUPP o,-+ c (-> 4. 
Consequently, if a,& = 0, then 
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so that supp a,++ C [a, b]. Thus if a,$ = 0, then a,+$ E SB and Eq. (5) shows 
that + E d,(B). That is, the null space of a, is contained in d,(g). Since the 
reverse containment is obvious, this completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. If  @ E (W)a , the-n 
(@, % .f> = <@, % .f> 
for all f  in Pa and for all or-unitary functions u1 and u2 in @a . 
Proof. Direct calculation shows that (ui - ua) . f  belongs to the null space 
of uru and so by Lemma 1, (ul - ~a) . f  = + - r,+ for some 4 in 9. Hence, 
and Lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 2 can be rephrased as follows: For each @ in (9#). and for any two 
functions ui and ua in %a , the restrictions (u,@) 1 .ya and (~a@) 1 9’m are equal. 
LEMMA 3. If  @ E (9#)01 and if u E %a , then 
<@t u . (%d)> = <@, +> 
for all 4 in 9. 
Proof. It follows from Eq. (4) that u . (g&) - 4 belongs to the null space 
of (TV and so by Lemma 1, 
u . (4) - 4 = 4 - T,9 
for some I/ in 9. Hence 
<@, u . (%4) - c> = <@, 1cI) - (@, T,$b = 0, 
and this proves Lemma 3. 
Now the transpose #a, of the linear map on: B -+ 9, is defined by the formula 
for all 4 in 9. A direct calculation shows that T,(%,Y) = #u,Y so that #uor 
maps (P’,)* into (SW)a. Consider also the map L: (zW)~ + (P:,)# defined for 
each @ in (P-)a , and for arbitrary u in @e , by the formula 
or equivalently by the formula 
[@,fl = <@, u .f>> f  EP,. (7) 
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Kecall that for every @ in LB+ and for every u in 9, u . @ is defined in L by 
(u*O,f> = (@,u.f), fE&. 
Lemma 2 shows that, for f  in yp, C c” and for @ in (%)a , these formulas are 
independent of the choice of u in %a . Consequently, the map L: (G@)a - (.?pJ* 
is well defined. 
PROPOSITION 1. The transpose map %J,: (gU)# -+ (LB#)a is a linear isomor- 
phism of the vector space (9’J# onto the vector space (9#)a. Furthermore, %, 
commutes with translates and the map L: (9#)= --f (gE)# is its inverse. Finally, the 
restriction of #a, to (@,J ’ is a bicontinuous linear isomorphism of the LCTVS(g,J’ 
onto the LCTVS(D’), . 
Proof. It is obvious that %, is linear. We can argue that it is one-to-one 
and onto as follows. For each Q, in (zZ@#)~ and + in 9 
<+-%,(a99 = Lb@, %dl 
= (@, u * (fJlr$)> 
= (@P,Y9? 
by Lemma 3. Hence 
%ra(L@) = @ for all @ E (5~@+)~ , (8) 
which shows that #uU maps (@Jg onto (%+J and that I is one-to-one. But also, 
for each Yin (gJ# and f  in ga (and for any u in %J 
by Eq. (4) of Lemma 1. Hence 
L(#uy) = Y for all Y in (yJ#, (9) 
which shows that L maps (G#), onto (pJ# and that #u, is one-to-one. Equa- 
tions (8) and (9) also show that L is the inverse of #u, . 
I f  ds E (.QQ , then, since multiplication by ZJ in %= is a continuous linear 
map of pm into 9, Eq. (7) implies that I@ belongs to (PJ and (8) shows that 
$0, maps (p,J’ onto (g’)a . Similarly, if YE (PJ’, then, since uu: 9 4 pm is 
continuous, Eq. (6) implies that %,Y belongs to (5Q and (9) shows that L maps 
(s)oI onto (pm)‘. Finally, the verification of the continuity of I: (z%‘)= + (PJ 
and #u,: (pa)’ --+ (p)= is routine (and anyway no use is made of this continuity 
in this paper). This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
The map %, (and its inverse L) will be called the “natural” isomorphism of 
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the spaces (PJ# and (9$ , We agree to identify S in (9J# with %,S in (B#)a 
and @ in (9#)a with L@ in (YJ#. 
Now consider the transpose Gra of the linear map u,: 9 --f 8’. It is defined by 
the formula 
+J,T, 4) = CT, sd> (10) 
for all T in &# and all 4 in 9 and it clearly maps b# into (9#)= . 
PROPOSITION 2. The linear map %,: b# -+ (GB#)U defined by (10) has the 
followingpYopt?Yti4?s. 
(i) For each Sp in (LW)~ and each u in eti 
%,(u * @) = CD, (11) 
Hence %, maps &# onto (B#)u and maps 6” onto (B’)n . 
(ii) For each T in b’, 
%,T = F rkaT = P * T. 
k=--m 
Since 9 C b’, this formula together with (3) shows that tuo, is an extension of (I, . 
(iii) The null space of %,: 8’ -+ (~9’)~ is identical with the linear space 
A&&‘) = {T - r,T: TE a’}. In fact, if %,U = 0 for some U in b’, then ha+lJ 
belongs to &’ and U = A,(“u,+U). (In particular, tuol is not one-to-one.) 
Proof. For each @ in B# and each u in D, II - Q, is defined as an element 
ofb#by(u.~,f)=(~,u.f)forallfin6.Thusif~E(~#),anduE~~, 
then (QTJu . @), 4) = (@, ~(a,+)) = (qb, 4) for all 4 in 58 by Lemma 3. This 
proves (11). It follows from (11) that %= maps 8# onto (J@+)~ and since u . @ E 8’ 
whenever @ E 9’ and u E 9, it also follows from (11) that la, maps 6’ onto (zZ+‘)~ . 
Next, for each T in 6’, continuity of T and Eq. (3) allow us to write 
Thus (ii) is proved and we see that 5~~ extends u= from 59 to F#. Similarly, 
t(uo,+) and t(u,-) are extensions of u,- and a,+, respectively, and all formulas 
of (3) hold with 4 replaced by arbitrary T in 8’. Consequently, the argument 
used in the proof of Lemma 1 can be repeated to show that for every Tin d’, 
A,(%,+T) = T and that supp tue+T C [a, b] whenever supp T C [a, b] and 
QruT = 0. Hence every T in the null space of %J,: 8’ + (B’)@ belongs to A,(&). 
(That A,(&‘) is contained in this null space is obvious.) This proves (iii) and 
completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
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It has now been established that: 
uE maps 9 onto 9E with null space O,(9); 
‘ua maps 6’ onto (9)= with null space d,(6); 
t~a maps 6# onto (P-)% ; 
+u, maps (Pa)+ one-to-one onto (5W)a ; 
+ua maps (Pa)’ one-to-one onto (SQ . 
3. A NEW PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If /I/a is not a Liouville number, then as stated in the Introduction, there 
exists a positive constant C and a constant d > 2 such that, for all nonzero 
integers K, 
/ 1 _ e-ZnikB/a l-1 < 1 k Id--l. (12) 
Now it is known (see [3]) that members of (PJ’ 1 (z?B’)~ can be represented as 
trig series 
S = C ake2nikxlw, kEZ, 
whose “Fourier coefficients” 
ak = g(k) = [S, e-2+kWJ 
satisfy an inequality of the form 
/ ak 1 < const(1 + 1 k I”) for all k in 2, (13) 
for some integer N 3 0. And conversely, every such trig series gives rise to 
a unique member of (PJ’ s (B’)% . Th e action of such trig series on test 
functions is given by the formulas 
[s, fl = c %f(-k> forf in9,, 
<X C> = C akd(-k/4 for q5 in 9. 
If  we had not agreed to identify S in (ga)’ with #a,$ in (9Q and @ in (5Q 
with I@ in (Pa)‘, then, when S is given as a member of (YE)’ by the first formula, 
the left-hand side of the second formula would be written 
VJaS, 4) = [S, 4l, 
and use would be made of the fact that 
for every #I in 9. 
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Similarly, if S is given as a member of (GQ by the second formula, then the 
left-hand side of the first formula would be written 
[4fl = (S7 u .f> for any u in %a , 
and use would be made of the fact that 
for all f in 9a . 
It follows from (12), (13), and Proposition 1 (i.e., identification of (@,J with 
(~9’)~) that the trig series S defined by the formula 
(14) 
represents a distribution of period CY. (C’ sums over all integers k # 0.) Further- 
more, a direct computation shows that this particular trig series satisfies the 
formula 
s - rp9 = P’, (15) 
where P’ denotes the (distributional) derivative of the periodic Dirac delta of 
period 01: 
P’ = c (2n-ik/a) e2nikxio = 2 T&i’. 
By part (i) of Proposition 2, 
to,.& . S) = s for every 24 in G?LW , 
and by part (ii), %,S’ = P’, so that Eq. (15) may be written as 
%J& * s - T&4 * S)) = “u&3’) (16) 
(because taoi is linear and commutes with translations). But Eq. (16) implies 
that (for each u in 9Ya) the distribution 
S’ - (24 . S) + T&4 . S) 
belongs to the null space of the linear map %J@: 8” -+ (LW)~ . Hence, by part (iii) 
of Proposition 2 the distribution 
A = “u,+[S’ - (u . S) + Q(U . S)] 
belongs to 6’ and satisfies the equation 
S’ - (u . S) + T&J . S) = A - T,A. 
This is the same as Eq. (1 b) of Theorem 1 since B = u . S belongs to 8’. 
In order to prove the converse, suppose Eq. (lb) holds for some (positive) 
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real numbers 01 and /3 and some distributions A and B with compact supports. 
Taking Fourier transforms of both sides we obtain 
27riz = A(z)( 1 - e-2niaz) + B(z)( 1 -- e-2niblz), 
for all complex numbers z. In particular, when z = k/al we obtain 
(257 / k I/a) = / B(k/a)I . 1 1 - e-2niJcs/a j (17) 
for all integers K. But since B E 8’ there exist positive constants C and N such 
that 
and if /3/a is a Liouville number, then for each m > 1 there exist infinitely 
many integers K > 0 such that 1 1 - e-2Rikela / < K+. Hence (17) yields 
(2?del/ol) < C(1 + 1 lz/ol I)” 
for infinitely many positive integers lz, which is obviously impossible when 
m > N. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. SOME REMARKS ON THE DISTRIBUTION S 
First note that formula (15) holds just as well if we add any constant to S 
in (14). That is, S(0) is arbitrary and need not equal zero as it does in (14). 
However, if S(O) # 0, then S has a convolution inverse which is a measure p 
of period a. This measure may be defined by the formula 
L/J :fl = s,” w - f(O)1 & + fwm (18) 
for allf in Pa . Then P(k) = [CL, e-2nikz:la] = l/S(K) for all integers k, so that 
p@S=P, (19) 
where P is the periodic Dirac delta (of period a) and the convolution @ is 
defined for all pairs f and g in Ya by the formula 
f 0 g(x) = Jam f@ - 4 g(s) ds 
and is extended to all pairs & and Y in (PJ’ by the formula 
@ @ Y = C 6(k) !P(k) e2nikz’a. 
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(In particular, note that Q, @ P = @ for all @ in (YJ’.) This measure p, defined 
by (18), has the further property that its distributional derivative CL’ is equal 
to the finite difference of the periodic Dirac delta P by the number /3: That is, 
p’ = P - TOP. Consequently, if we differentiate both sides of (19) we obtain 
(P - TOP) @ S = P’ which is the same as Eq. (15) in Section 3, because 
convolution commutes with translations and P @ S = S. Thus (19) is an 
alternative way of expressing Eq. (15). 
In [5, p. 1811 it was stated that (for appropriate choices of /3/a) the distributions 
A and B of Theorem 1 (called S and Tin the notation of [5]) can be constructed 
so as to have order 2. Unfortunately, the argument given there is inadequate. 
Essentially all that I know at the present time concerning the orders of the 
distributions A and B of Theorem 1, and of the distribution S of Eq. (14) is 
contained in the following two theorems. In particular, I do not know if the 
distribution S of Eq. (14) can have order 2 for any (irrational) value of 0 = /3/a. 
Since the distributions A and B introduced in the proof of Theorem 1 were 
given by the formulas B = u . S and A = %,+[6’ - ZJ . S + T~(U . S)], it 
follows that A and B (at least as constructed in the proof of Theorem 1) must 
have the same order as S. 
THEOREM 3. The orders of the distributions A and B of the statement of 
Theorem 1 must both be 32. Similarly, the order of any distribution S of period a 
which satisjies Eq. (15) must also be 22. 
(The significance of this theorem is discussed at the beginning of Section 5.) 
Proof. A distribution T in 9’ is said to have (integer) order N 3 0 if for 
every compact set KC R there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
for all 4 in 9 which satisfy supp 4 C K, and if N is the least such integer. (Of 
course, no such integer need exist, in which case T is said to be of infinite order. 
However, it is known that every distribution of compact support as well as 
every periodic distribution has finite order N for some integer N > 0. See [8].) 
The easier half of the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem states that if T E 8” 
and if the order of T is N, then there exist positive constants C and Y  such 
that for all complex z 
1 T(z)l < C(l + I z [)Nerlrmzl. 
In particular, for all integers K and any real number 01 # 0 
580/26/I-6 
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Now suppose that A and B belong to C’ and satisfy (1 b) for some real numbers 
01 and /3. Taking Fourier transforms of both sides of (lb), we obtain 
27riz = A(.z)(l - e--lniaz) + &a)(1 ~ ee2nibz) 
for all complex z. In particular, for all nonzero integers k 
/ d(k/p)l = (2x 1 k #)I 1 - e-2nitzlfi 1-r 
and (21) 
1 &k/a)1 = (2~ 1 k l/a)1 1 - e-2nifc61a 1-l. 
Now Dirichlet’s theorem on Diophantine Approximation (see [7, pp. l-21 or 
12, p. 11) implies that 
I 1 - e--$nilcs 1-l > ( k 1/27~ (22) 
for infinitely many integers k whenever 0 is irrational. But (lb) implies that /3/a 
(and hence also a//I) is irrational and so (20), (21), and (22) yield 
I k l”b -=c I ~W)l < Cdl + I k/a I)” 
and 
I k 1°F < I &$)I < C2(1 + I k/P IY, 
each for infinitely many integers k, which is a contradiction if either A or B 
has (even fractional) order N < 2. 
Similarly, if S is any distribution of period 01 and order N, then for some 
c>o 
I &)I < CC1 + I k/a I>” 
for all integers k. But if such an S is to satisfy (15), then s(k) = 
(2&k/or)(l - e-znir@/a)-l for all k # 0. Hence, once again, Dirichlet’s theorem 
in the form of (22) yields 
I k I‘+ < I $41 d C(1 + I k/a I)” 
for infinitely many integers k, and this is a contradiction if N < 2. 
For each irrational value of the parameter 0 consider the trigonometric series 
He = ~f(&,&/a)-2 (1 _ e-2nikt7-le2aik~/a 
in the real variable x where C’ ranges over all nonzero integers k. Evidently He 
is a (periodic) distribution precisely when 0 is not a Liouville number. Recall 
that this includes all algebraic irrationals and almost all transcendentals. In 
particular it is known (see [7]) th a r is not a Liouville number. Also it follows t 
from the definition of Liouville numbers (but more immediately from 
Theorem 1) that the reciprocal of a non-Liouville number is also a non- 
Liouville number. For 0 = p/or, Hr is just the distribution S, introduced in 
Eq. (14), and we would like to determine its order. Let M, = Ho’ so that 
S, = M; = Hr. 
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THEOREM 4. (i) MB is a pseudomeasure if and only if B is badly approximable. 
For such 0, Se has order <3. (The set of badly approximable numbers has cardinality 
c, Lebesgue measure zero and contains all quadratic irrationals. See [7].) 
(ii) If 8 is algebraic of degree d > 3, then MO may or may not be a pseudo- 
measure (open problem), but it will still have order <I and hence Se will still have 
order <3. 
(iii) For almost every value of 0 (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) Ho is an 
absolutely convergent trig series so that the order of S, is <3 for these values of 8 
as well. 
(iv) For almost every value of 8, Ms has order exactly equal to 1 but is not a 
pseudomeasure. For these values of 0, Se has order exactly equal to 3. 
(v) For almost every value of 0, Me has “fractional order” 0+ (meaning 
less than E for every positive E) but integral order 1. For these values of 8, S, has 
“fractional order” 2+ but integral order 3. 
Proof. An irrational number 0 is called badly approximable if there is a 
constant c = c(e) > 0 such that 1 0 - (p/q)/ > c/q2 for every rational p/q. 
This is equivalent to the inequality k 11 KB /I > c for all nonzero integers k; and, 
since I/ x 11 and / 1 - e--laikr I are the same order of magnitude, it follows that 0 
is badly approximable if and only if the Fourier coefficients 
MeA = (2rrik/or)-l (l - e-2Wi1;e)-1 
are bounded. But this is precisely the necessary and sufficient condition that 44, 
be a pseudomeasure. Since all pseudomeasures have order <l and since 
S, = Mi, it follows that S, has order G.3 whenever 8 is badly approximable. 
This completes the proof of part (i). 
It is not known whether there exists an algebraic number of degree d > 3 
which is badly approximable, or whether there exists such a number which is 
not badly approximable (see [7]). Nevertheless, if 0 is algebraic of degree 
d > 3, then Roth’s theorem (again see [l], [2], or [7]) states that for every E > 0 
(and in particular for E < 4) there exists a positive constant C = C(e, e) such 
that / 1 - e-2nike 1-l < C I k jltG for all nonzero integers k. But then for every 
test function f  in Pm , 
IPb ,fll = 1 pKmfA(--k) / 
< (W277) 2’ I k If If WI 
G (aC/b2) C’ I k If--l Kf’Y (4 
< (@h2) lx’ 1 k ]26-2/1’2 11’ I(f’)* (k)$” 
< (constant) /If’ /I2 < (constant) j/f’ jlm . 
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Hence, for algebraic 0 of degree d >, 3, Me has order .< I even though its 
Fourier coefficients might not be bounded. Since S, = 111; it follows that for 
these values of 0, S, has order <3. This establishes part (ii). 
In order to prove that Ho is an absolutely convergent trig series for almost 
every value of 13 it suffices to prove that for some 0 < E < I the series 
il kk2e 1 sin KwY j--t (23) 
converges for almost all 8. By the Lebesgue Monotone Convergence Theorem 
the series (23) converges for almost all 8 if the series 
converges. But 
lo1 ] sin k&J I+ de = f 1 sin z-s j + (ds/k) 
= o1 j sin 7~s I--. ds 
s 
= 2 jo1’2 (sin TS)-~ ds 
s 
l/2 
<2 (2~)-~ ds = 1 /(l - G). 
0 
Therefore the series (24) converges if the series C km2c onverges, which it does 
for $ < E < 1. Thus for almost all 0 the distribution Ho is an absolutely con- 
vergent trig series and since S, = H: (with Ho continuous) it follows that the 
order of SB is G.3 for almost all 0. This completes the proof of part (iii) of 
Theorem 4. 
Since ;WO = Ho’ and S, = Mi, part (iv) of Theorem 4 follows directly from 
parts (i) and (iii) and the fact that the set of badly approximable numbers has 
Lebesgue measure zero. 
We say that AZ0 has “fractional order” <E if C’ I MoA(k)I * j k I-c converges 
because then 
j[MB ,.f]l < (constant) c’ / MoA(k)f(‘)*(k)l * I k jfE 
< (constant) IIf jjm , 
wherefcE) denotes the fractional derivative of order E of the Cm test function f 
in Pm. We say that M, has fractional order O-I- if 111, has fractional order <e 
for every E > 0. 
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For each integer 1z > 1 choose E satisfying n/(n + 1) < c < 1. Then it may be 
argued exactly as in the proof of part (iii) that the series 2’ 1 sin &I I+ 1 K I-6-f/n 
converges for almost all 8: Say for all 0 in a set 0, of full measure. But then 
the series 
C’ 1 M,^(k)I * ] k [-l’n = (a/477) 1’ 1 sin TM 1-l 1 k 1-1-1/12. 
converges for all f3 E 0, . Since fizz1 0, is a set of full measure, it follows that 
for almost all 8, the series z’ I M,^(K)I * j R I-lln converges for all integers 
7t > 1. That is, for almost all 8, M, has fractional order O+. Since S, = Mi, 
it follows that S, has fractional order 2f for almost all 0. Part (v) now follows 
from part (iv). This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
The question raised just before Theorem 3 can now be rephrased as follows. 
Open Question 1. For which values of 0 (if any) is MB a measure ? Theorem 4 
tells us that for almost all 8, M, has fractional order 0+ and integral order 1. 
Note that Theorem 4 also implies that almost all non-Liouville numbers 0 
satisfy a Diophantine inequality of the form // KB 11 > C 11 k 11--2 for all nonzero 
integers k. 
5. THE TILF CONJECTURE FOR C(T) 
Theorem 3 (in Section 4) states that any distribution S of period 01 which 
satisfies S - T$ = P’ (when #Z is not a Liouville number) must have order >2. 
This is significant for the Banach space Va , of all continuous (complex-valued) 
functions f of period 01 on R, for the following reason. Let (%?J,, denote the set 
of all f in %?ti for which J:~(s) ds = 0. Then (V,& = {g’: g E %a and g’ E %‘a) and 
the dual space (%?J’ of %‘a is the space of all measures (on R) of period 01. If 
there were to exist a distribution S E (9J with order <l which satisfies 
S - T~S = P’ (Eq. (15) of Section 4), then (by the theorem of Schwartz [8] 
on the structure of distributions) there would also exist two periodic measures, 
say h and Y, such that S = X + v’. And then for each f = g’ in (%Q, we would 
be able to write 
f =g’ =g@P’=g@s@(P-T@P) 
= (g 0 P + 4) 0 (P - ??P) 
=(g@h+g’@v)@(P-TBP). 
But since both g and g’ belong to %?a and since X and v belong to (WJ’, it would 
follow that both g @ h and g’ @ v belong to gU . That is, h E g @ X + g’ @ v 
is a continuous function (of period a) and we would have proved that: For 
eoery f in (g&, there exists un h in %?= such that f = h - T&. That this last 
statement is false will follow from Theorem 5 below. However, if (for the sake 
of argument for the moment) we assume its truth, then an immediate conse- 
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quence (in the same way that Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1, as shown 
in [5]) would be 
STATEMENT (A). I f  @ is a translation-invariant linear functional on %TE , then 
there exists a complex constant c such that [@, f ] = c . si f (s) ds for every f  in %a . 
Statement (A) will be referred to as the “translation-invariant linear func- 
tional (TILF) conjecture for %a (or C(T)).” 
Open Question 2. Is the TILF conjecture for %‘ti true or false ? 
Notice that in order to prove the TILF conjecture for q@ it suffices to prove 
something much weaker than the (false) formula f  = h - Teh. Namely, it 
would suffice to prove 
STATEMENT (B). For every f  in (%?,J,, there exists a positive integer N = N(f) 
and there exist N real numbers 0, ,..., 0, and N functions g, ,..., gN in VE such 
that f  = XL, (gj - Teigj). 
Open Question 3. Is Statement (B) true or false ? 
When Theorem I is applied to the space 9 one obtains a statement similar 
to (B) but with N = 2 and in which the numbers Or = 01 and Oa = /3 can be 
chosen independently of the function f  in CSO . However, as noted at the beginning 
of this section, Theorem 1 cannot be applied to the space VE (at least not in 
the same way as it was applied to 9) because the order of S is at least one integer 
too large. The following theorem shows that the stronger form of Statement (B), 
in which the numbers O1 ,..., ON are chosen independently of the function f  in 
(%‘J,, , is false. Thus (B) for C(T) is at least as complicated as it is (see [6]) for 
L2(T). 
THEOREM 5. If  G is a compact abelian group with dual group T, let C(G) 
denote the Banach space of all continuous, complex-valued, functions f  on G with 
supremumnorm,jjfli, =sup{lf(t)/: tEG}. Thenforeverym-tuple0= (e,,..., 0,) 
in Gnl = G @ ... @ G there exists a function f  in C(G) such that 
f( 1) = sG f  (s) ds = 0 and yet the equation 
f(t) = f  k(t) - dt - u, tgG 
&I 
(25) 
is false, no matter how the functions u1 ,. . . , u, are chosen in C(G). In fact, the 
range of the operator 
D,:N@...@N+N, 
defined by D,(u, , . . . , urn)(t) = CE, [z+(t) - uj(t - e,)], is a set of the$rst category 
in the Bunach space N = {f E C(G):f(l) = jG f(s) ds = O}. 
Pr00f. Let e, ,..., Om be given (distinct) members of G. If  f  E C(G) and 
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fS> -f(t - 4 then IlflL 3 Ml2 = C.fi l.W2 W2 and I&? = I(4 *f(E) 
wherej([) = J’cf(~) 4(s) ds for all 6 E r. Equation (25) is equivalent to 
Define d(t) = {xi”=, 1 1 - [(0j)12}112 for all t E r. 
Case 1. Assume there is an element &, # 1 in rsuch that d(&) = 0. Then & 
belongs to N and {(&,) = 0 for all f in the range of Do and hence also for all f 
in the closure of the range of Do . But since &(&,) = 1, it follows that &, is 
not a member of the closure of the range of Do . That is, the range of D, is not 
dense in N and hence (being a linear subspace) must be nowhere dense in N; 
so the theorem is proved in this case. 
Case 2. For every ,$ # 1 in r, d(t) = 0. Now X = N @ .*. @N is a 
Banach space with the norm 1) x 11 = {cz, (11 xj llW)2}1/2. According to a well- 
known version of the Open Mapping Theorem, the range of the operator D, 
is first category in N if there is a sequence x, E X such that for all n > 1 and 
all x in the null space of Do 
II% +4 B 1 (27) 
and yet 
:+z inf 11 D8x, Ilm = 0. P-3 
For each element (character) f # 1 in r, define a vector ~(5) in X as 
r(E) = WY . f * (1 - E(4), 1 - &Q,..., 1 - Kt,z)). 
Note that y(f) is a continuous function on G with values, r([)(t), in Cm and 
k ~Jthg ds ;[&~~fd 4Y . .fG E(s) ds = 0, SJ that y(5) belongs to 
. . . 
II Y(5)ll2 = 15 II rm ll:j1’2 
j=l 
= gl (I 1 - EC%12/W2) s, I &)I” dj1’2 
t 
= d(i$)/d(t) = 1 (for 8 # 1). 
Now IIyk3 + z II > II Y(E) + z II2 and 
(llY(O + z 112)” = f  (IIY(Oj + xj //2j2 
i=l 
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But 
so that 
= [l - 14(4dld(5)-1 if y = 6, 
= 0 if Y f i?, 
<zj I ~(02 = %(OEl - &~,)ldW’ 
and 
Jl <zj I YGM = dW$ WU - E(4ll. 
But the last sum is zero for all [ since x is in the null space of D, . Thus 
for all 6 # 1 in I’ and for all z in the null space of DB , which establishes (27). 
On the other hand, to obtain (28), note that 
= d(W f [l - E(Ql[l - &+)I E(t) 
j=l 
= 5(t) - 4th 
so that jl Dey(f)ljm = d(f) for all 6 in r\(l). Now d(t), as a function of the 
variable 6, is an almost periodic function on r which takes the value zero at 
f = 1 (and only at [ = 1). Therefore there exists a sequence 4, in r\(l) such 
that lim,,, d(&J = 0. For example, let yn’ be any infinite sequence of distinct 
members of P\(l). Then by the almost periodicity of d(t) there exists a subse- 
quence, say y,, , of yn’ such that d(fyi/,) converges uniformly for [ in r as n 
tends to infinity. Thus if 6, = y;‘yn+r, then &, f 1 and 1 d(&)j = 
Id&J - d(l)1 = I d(~~‘r,,d - d(y&Jl G supeer I dGh+J - 4td 80 that 
d(&) tends to zero as II tends to infinity. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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Similar arguments prove results analogous to Theorem 5 for the space D(G) 
for 2 < q < +cc (for any compact abelian group G) and for the space 2X(G) 
of continuous almost periodic functions on any locally compact abelian group G. 
It will now be shown that by slightly generalizing some of the results of [6] 
it is possible to relate the TILF conjecture for C(T) (Question 2 above) to 
Sidon sets in 2. It is just as easy to do this for any connected compact abelian 
group G as it is for the circle group T. As above, let C denote the Banach space 
of all continuous complex-valued functions on G and let r denote the dual 
group of G. Let A denote the space of allfin C which have absolutely convergent 
Fourier series and let A’ denote the space of continuous linear forms S on A 
(called pseudomeasures on G). For each real number p 3 1 and for each subset E 
of r let &(G)E denote the translation-invariant linear space of all pseudo- 
measures S on G which satisfy 3 E Iv(r) and supp 3 C E. Finally we shall use 
T(a) 5’ to denote the translate of S in A’ by an element a in G: (T(a) S, j) = 
(S, 7-J>, for allfE A. 
THEOREM 6. Let p > 1 and EC r be given. For each integer m > p there is 
a set H C G”’ = G @ ..* @ G consisting of almost all of Gm such that for each 
m-tuple (al ,..., a,) in H there are pseudomeasures S, , . . . , S,, in 9$(G)E satisfying 
S = f [Sj - T(aj) SJ. 
j=l 
(29) 
Proof. Theorem 1 of [6] corresponds to the special case E = IT If a, ,..., a, 
are given elements of G, then, in order that there exist pseudomeasures S, , . . . , S, 
in F,(G)E satisfying (29) it is both necessary and sufficient that 
(30) 
This can be proved in exactly the same way as Lemma 1 of [6] with only one 
difference: Since now supp s C E, it must be noted that the pseudomeasures 
S 1 ,*.., S, as constructed in [6] also satisfy supp ,!!?j C E for i = 1, 2,..., m. 
Then it can be proved (exactly as is Lemma 2 in [6]) that the series (30) con- 
verges for almost all m-tuples (a, ,..., a,) in G”. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY 1. Each translation-invariant linear form @J (not assumed a priori 
to be continuous or positive) on any one of the spaces 9TV(G), (i.e., for arbitrary 
p 3 1 and E C r) is necessarily of the form Q(S) = c . ,!?( 1) fm some complex 
constant c independent of S E Fp(G)E . When 1 < p < 2, this takes the form 
@p(S) = c . SG S(x) dx, the Haar integral of the L1-function S. 
4 
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Proof. It is only necessary to replace &(G) by &(G)k. in the proof of 
Theorem 2 of [6]. 
Now let C, denote the subspace of C consisting of all continuous I:‘-spectral f. 
That is, C, = (f E C: suppfC E}. 
COROLLARY 2. If  E is a Sidon set, then the Haar integral is (up to a multi- 
plicative complex constant) the only translation-invariant linear form (continuous 
or not, positive or not) on the space C, . 
Proof. Recall that a subset E of r is a Sidon set if and only if C, == A, . 
But since A, = F1(G)E, Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 6. 
Since a subset E of r is called p-Sidon [R. E. Edwards and Kenneth A. Ross, 
Notices Amer. Math. Sot. Vol. 20, No. 2, February 1973, Abstract Number 73T- 
B81] if and only if C, C &(G)E, one might expect a result for p-Sidon sets 
similar to Corollary 2 above. However, for p > 1, C, is never equal to sD(G)e 
(when E is infinite) so that the result (if indeed true) would not be a direct 
consequence of Theorem 6 as is our Corollary 2. 
The TILF conjecture for C(T), Question 2 above, can now be reformulated 
as follows. 
Open Question 4. For which subsets E of Z (besides Sidon sets) is it true 
that C, has no discontinuous translation-invariant linear forms ? 
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